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ABSTRACT
Aims Although prenatal screening for problem drinking during pregnancy has been recommended, guidance on
screening instruments is lacking. We investigated the sensitivity, specificity and predictive value of brief alcohol
screening questionnaires to identify problem drinking in pregnant women. Methods Electronic databases from their
inception to June 2008 were searched, as well as reference lists of eligible papers and related review papers. We sought
cohort or cross-sectional studies that compared one or more brief alcohol screening questionnaire(s) with reference
criteria obtained using structured interviews to detect ‘at-risk’ drinking, alcohol abuse or dependency in pregnant
women receiving prenatal care. Results Five studies (6724 participants) were included. In total, seven instruments
were evaluated: TWEAK (Tolerance, Worried, Eye-opener, Amnesia, Kut down), T-ACE [Take (number of drinks),
Annoyed, Cut down, Eye-opener], CAGE (Cut down, Annoyed, Guilt, Eye-opener], NET (Normal drinker, Eye-opener,
Tolerance), AUDIT (Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test), AUDIT-C (AUDIT-consumption) and SMAST (Short
Michigan Alcohol Screening Test). Study quality was generally good, but lack of blinding was a common weakness. For
risk drinking sensitivity was highest for T-ACE (69-88%), TWEAK (71–91%) and AUDIT-C (95%), with high specificity
(71–89%, 73–83% and 85%, respectively). CAGE and SMAST performed poorly. Sensitivity of AUDIT-C at score ⱖ3 was
high for past year alcohol dependence (100%) or alcohol use disorder (96%) with moderate specificity (71% each). For
life-time alcohol dependency the AUDIT at score ⱖ8 performed poorly. Conclusion T-ACE, TWEAK and AUDIT-C
show promise for screening for risk drinking, and AUDIT-C may also be useful for identifying alcohol dependency or
abuse. However, their performance as stand-alone tools is uncertain, and further evaluation of questionnaires for
prenatal alcohol use is warranted.
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INTRODUCTION
Heavy alcohol consumption during pregnancy is associated with a range of effects, including fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) and milder variants encompassed by fetal
alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD) [1,2]. FAS is a complex
disorder characterized by multiple birth defects, including growth and facial anomalies and neurodevelopmental problems, with a prevalence of 0.5–2 per 1000 live
births [1–3]. FASD reflects a wider range of disorders
including physical, cognitive and behavioural problems,
and is more common than FAS, with a prevalence of nine
to 10 per 1000 live births [4]. While the adverse effects of

binge drinking [5,6] or low to moderate consumption
[7–9] on pregnancy outcomes are inconclusive, the
potential for harm cannot be ruled out.
Lack of an international consensus on what constitutes a safe level of drinking during pregnancy has led to
different recommendations in national guidelines [10];
some advocate alcohol abstinence, while others advise
that pregnant women drink no more than 1 or 2 units of
alcohol once or twice a week [11]. Whereas many women
either stop or reduce their alcohol consumption once
they are aware that they are pregnant, some continue to
drink. Estimates for prenatal alcohol consumption vary
widely: around 10–12% in the United States [12] to
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higher rates in Europe (25–54%), particularly in the
United Kingdom [13,14]. Furthermore, a significant
minority of women continue to drink at problematic
levels when pregnant, although accurate estimates
are unavailable [7,13]. Evidence suggests that prepregnancy drinking patterns predict alcohol consumption during pregnancy: the more a woman drinks before
she is aware that she is pregnant, the more she is likely to
continue drinking during her pregnancy [14–18].
Clinical guidelines recommend detailed screening for
alcohol consumption be undertaken prenatally to identify high-risk or problem drinking [19]. However, there is
no clear guidance on how to screen women effectively,
such as recommending which screening test to use.
Obtaining accurate estimates of alcohol consumption is
difficult: direct questions on drinking habits may inhibit
accurate reporting, and is complicated further by differences in glass sizes and strength of alcoholic beverages
[20,21]. This is confusing for caregivers and women.
Studies have revealed the limitations of routine prenatal
care as a means of identifying women with problem
drinking [17,22–24].
Standard tests for excessive alcohol consumption
include in-depth interviews, biochemical tests and selfreported questionnaires. Several screening questionnaires designed to elicit information on alcohol
consumption are available. Most were designed for detecting alcohol dependency in men; few are specifically for
use with pregnant women. None are in widespread use in
prenatal care settings, despite evidence to suggest that
screening in itself can reduce alcohol consumption
[25,26]. It is essential to use the best screening tool to
identify accurately women who drink at a level which is
potentially harmful to the embryo, fetus or child in order
to administer an effective intervention. Studies have
shown that, combined with a brief intervention (BI),
screening for prenatal alcohol use results in reduced
alcohol consumption [27]. BIs typically takes 5–10
minutes, and consist of advice aiming to motivate individuals to modify their behaviour [28].
Several reviews have highlighted the importance of
screening for alcohol use in pregnancy; however, none
have used systematic methodology in their appraisal of
available screening tools [12,29–33].
The aim of this systematic review was to investigate
the sensitivity, specificity and predictive value of brief
alcohol screening questionnaires to identify ‘risk’ drinking in pregnant women.

METHODS
We conducted this review in accordance with guidelines
for performing systematic reviews of diagnostic accuracy
studies [34].

Search methods for identification of studies
We searched five electronic databases via OVID from their
inception to June 2008: MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsycINFO,
CINAHL and British Nursing Index.
The search strategy was adapted for each database
using a combination of text words and MeSH terms. Three
sets of search terms were combined. The first set comprised terms for named tests, general terms for screening
questionnaires and statistical terms associated with tests
such as sensitivity and specificity [35]. The second set of
terms encompassed alcohol drinking behaviour, and the
third set comprised terms to limit the screening to pregnant women. Terms to serve as a methodological filter
were not used to increase the specificity of the search, as
this has been shown to lack sensitivity and thus miss
potentially relevant studies [36,37]. To identify other
potentially eligible studies, we screened reviews of related
research and reference lists of eligible studies, and carried
out forward citation searching using Science Citation
Index and PubMed related articles functions.
Criteria for including studies in the review
We included cohort or cross-sectional studies that compared one or more brief alcohol screening questionnaire(s) with an appropriate reference standard for risk
drinking, alcohol abuse or dependency in pregnant
women of any age or ethnic origin. We excluded case–
control studies due to their potential for introducing spectrum bias where milder, more difficult to diagnose cases
are excluded from case–control studies resulting in overestimation of sensitivity and specificity. A review of 218
studies demonstrated that case–control studies tended to
overestimate the diagnostic odds ratio (DOR) threefold
compared with studies on a clinical cohort [38].
Index (screening) tests
We limited the review to brief alcohol screening questionnaires, as they are more feasible to administer. Longer
questionnaires may be less acceptable to practitioners
undertaking comprehensive prenatal health assessments. Index tests sought were: Alcohol Use Disorders
Identification Test (AUDIT) [39], AUDIT-C (AUDIT consumption questions) [40], AUDIT-3 (third AUDIT question) [41], CAGE (Cut-down, Annoyed, Guilt, Eye-opener)
[42], SMAST (Short Michigan Alcoholism Screening
Test) [43], T-ACE [44] [Take (number of drinks),
Annoyed, Cut down, Eye-opener], TWEAK [45] [T: tolerance: how many drinks can you hold (‘hold’ version >5
indicates tolerance) or how many drinks can take before
you begin to feel the effects (‘high’ version >2 indicates
tolerance), W: have close friends or relatives worried or
complained about your drinking in the last year, E: eye-
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openers: do you sometimes take a drink in the morning
when you first get up, A: amnesia: has a friend or family
member ever told you about things you said or did while
you were drinking that you could not remember, K: kut
down: do you sometimes feel the need to cut down on
your drinking] and NET (Normal, Eye-opener, Tolerance)
[46] (see Table 1). We also included any other brief questionnaires not listed above but subsequently identified by
the search.
Reference standards
As there is no recognized gold standard method for
ascertaining alcohol consumption, we chose what are
generally considered to be more reliable methods of
ascertainment as reference standards. First, for ‘risk’
drinking, we accepted quantity and frequency of alcohol
use obtained using a structured interview, such as
Alcohol Use Disorder and Associated Disabilities Interview Schedule (AUDADIS) [47] or a time-line follow-back
(TLFB) procedure [48,49]. Secondly, for alcohol dependency or abuse we accepted clinical diagnoses made
according to (a) the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
(DSM) III-R or IV-R or (b) International Classification of
Disease (ICD)-10 criteria obtained during standardized
clinical interview. We excluded studies that used methods
other than a structured interview as a reference test such
as biomarkers or self-completed questionnaires.
Data extraction
Data were extracted by two reviewers independently, with
discrepancies resolved by discussion. We extracted details
of study design, population characteristics and results.
Quality assessment
We assessed the studies for methodological quality
against the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy
Studies (QUADAS) criteria [50]. We evaluated the reporting of patient selection, blinding, completeness of
descriptions of reference and screening tests and data
collection, and likelihood of verification bias.
Statistical analysis
For each study, the sensitivity (proportion of true positives identified by the screening test), specificity (proportion of true negatives identified by the screening test),
positive predictive value (PPV: proportion of those who
screen positive who are true positives) and area under the
receiver operator curve (AUROC) were either extracted
from the paper or, where this was not possible, calculated
from the data extracted from the paper by one author and
checked by the other.
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RESULTS
Searches
We identified 1374 unique citations, and after screening
titles and abstracts we considered 32 as potentially relevant for which full text papers were obtained. After
screening the full text papers, six papers reporting on
five studies met our inclusion criteria [32,44,51–54]. Of
the 26 excluded studies: 10 were reviews, guidelines or
editorials and seven did not validate a screening tool
against a reference standard. One each did not evaluate
a brief questionnaire, prenatal population or problem
drinking, one was a duplicate publication of an included
study and one was unavailable from the British Library.
Four were excluded on the basis of the reference
standard: one used a biomarker [55] and one a selfcompleted questionnaire [45]. Two used brief interviews, the content of which were not described [56,57]
(Fig. 1).

Study characteristics
The five included studies involved 6724 participants. Participant characteristics, screening questionnaires and
details of reference standard tests for each study are
described in Table 2. The study by Russell was published
in two papers [32,53]. In Russell (1994), the tolerance
question asked ‘how many drinks does it take to make you
feel “high” ’; in Russell (1996) the question was ‘how
many drinks can you hold?’. All five studies were conducted in the United States. Three included ethnic minority women of low socio-economic status [32,44,53,54],
and two included a more diverse group representative
of the general population [51,52]. Women were assessed
at the first prenatal visit and were in the first or
second trimesters of pregnancy in four of the studies
[32,44,51,53,54]; in the other, the population comprised
women who responded that they were pregnant at the
time the survey was conducted rather than women
seeking care at antenatal clinics [52]. Brief questionnaires assessed were: a derived version of AUDIT-C [52],
CAGE [32,44], NET [32], SMAST [51], T-ACE
[32,44,51,53] and TWEAK [32,53,54]. In four studies
[32,44,52–54] the questionnaires were not administered
as independent instruments, but were derived from other
questionnaires: T-ACE, TWEAK and NET were derived
from a composite of MAST, CAGE and a tolerance question [32,44,53]. This may have desensitized participants,
making them feel more comfortable about disclosing
their alcohol consumption and increasing the sensitivity
of the questionnaires. The order in which questions are
delivered has also been shown to affect responses: when
the TLFB interview was administered before brief questionnaires, alcohol intake was under-reported [32].
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Table 1 Brief alcohol screening questionnaires.
Name

Components

Strengths and limitations

AUDIT
(Saunders
1993)
[39]

10 multiple-choice questions; range 0–40
How often do you have a drink containing alcohol?
How many drinks containing alcohol do you have on a typical day when you are drinking?
How often do you have 6 or more drinks on one occasion?
How often during the last year have you found that you were not able to stop drinking
once you had started?
How often during the last year have you failed to do what was normally expected of you
because of drinking?
How often during the last year have you needed a first drink in the morning to get yourself
going after a heavy drinking session?
How often during the last year have you had a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking?
How often during the last year have you been unable to remember what happened the
night before because you were drinking?
Have you or someone else been injured as a result of your drinking?
Has a relative or friend, or a doctor or other health care worker been concerned about your
drinking or suggested you cut down?
A cut-off score of 8 (men) or 6 (women) is used to identify hazardous drinkers

Takes about 2 minutes to
complete
Evaluated in a variety of
settings, populations and
cultural groups
Developed by WHO to detect
alcohol dependency in men

AUDIT-C
(Bush
1998)
[40]

How often have you had a drink containing alcohol in the past year? Never, monthly or
less, 2–4 times a month, 2 or 3 times a week, ⱖ4 times a week
How many drinks did you have on a typical day when you were drinking in the past year?
1 or 2, 3 or 4, 5 or 6, 7–9, ⱖ10
How often did you have six* or more drinks on one occasion during the past year? Never,
< monthly, monthly, weekly, daily or almost daily
Score 0–4 for each question, maximum score 12. Threshold for positive score ⱖ3.
*Adapted for NESARC study [52] to reflect larger drink size in United States—how often
do you drink five or more drinks on one occasion?

Developed from AUDIT
Shorter and therefore
quicker to administer

CAGE
(Mayfield
1974)
[42]

Four short questions
C: have you ever felt you should cut down on your drinking?
A: have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking?
G: have you ever felt bad or guilty about your drinking?
E: eye-opener: have you ever had a drink first thing in the morning to steady your nerves
or to get rid of a hangover?
Score 1 point for each ‘yes’ response; range 0–4. Threshold for positive score ⱖ2

Takes less than 1 minute to
complete
Developed for use in men
Not considered to be accurate
for identifying alcohol
abuse in women, and for
use in different ethnic
groups

T-ACE
(Sokol
1989)
[44]

Four-item derivative of MAST and CAGE
T: tolerance: how many drinks does it take to make you feel high? (>2 indicates tolerance)
A: annoyed question from CAGE
C: cut-down question from CAGE
E –eye-opener question from CAGE
Score 2 points for tolerance; 1 point for others; range 0–5; threshold for positive score ⱖ2

Takes about 1 minute to
complete
Developed for detecting
excessive alcohol use in
pregnant women

TWEAK
(Russell
1979)
[45]

Five-item derivative of CAGE
T: tolerance: how many drinks can you hold (‘hold’ version >5 indicates tolerance) or how
many drinks can take before you begin to feel the effects (‘high’ version >2 indicates
tolerance)
W: have close friends or relatives worried or complained about your drinking in the last
year?
E: eye-openers: do you sometimes take a drink in the morning when you first get up?
A: amnesia: has a friend or family member ever told you about things you said or did while
you were drinking that you could not remember?
K: kut down: do you sometimes feel the need to cut down on your drinking?
Score 2 points each for first 2 items and 1 point each for last 3; range 0–7; threshold for
positive score ⱖ2

Takes about 1 minute to
complete
Developed for detecting
excessive alcohol use in
pregnant women

NET
(Bottoms
1989)
[46]

N: normal drinker: do you feel you are a normal drinker?
E: eye-opener question from CAGE
T: tolerance: how many drinks does it take to make you feel high? (>2 indicates tolerance)
Score 1 point each for not normal or eye openers and 2 points for tolerance; range 0–4

Takes about 1 minute to
complete
Developed for use in an
obstetric population
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Name

Components

Strengths and limitations

SMAST
(Selzer
1975)
[43]

13 ‘yes’ or ‘no’ questions (past 12 months only)
1. Do you feel you are a normal drinker?
2. Do your spouse, parents or other close relative worry or complain about your
drinking?
3. Do you ever feel guilty about your drinking?
4. Do friends or relatives think you are a normal drinker?
5. Are you able to stop drinking when you want to?
6. Have you ever attended a meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous?
7. Has your drinking ever caused problem between you, a spouse, parents or close
relative?
8. Have you ever got into trouble at work because of drinking?
9. Have you ever neglected your obligations your family or your work for 2 or more days
in a row because you were drinking?
10. Have you ever gone to anyone for help about your drinking?
11. Have you ever been in a hospital because of drinking?
12. Have you ever been arrested for drunk driving or driving after drinking?
13. Have you ever been arrested, however short a time, because of drinking?
Score: each ‘yes’ response = 1 point

Shortened version of MAST,
quicker to administer

AUDIT: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test; AUDIT-C: AUDIT consumption questions; NESARC: National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related
Conditions; MAST: Michigan Alcohol Screening Test; SMAST: Short Michigan Alcohol Screening Test; WHO: World Health Organization.

Titles and abstracts retrieved from electronic
and bibliographic searches (n = 1,374)

Articles excluded after screening title and
abstract (n = 1,342)

Potentially relevant articles retrieved for
further consideration (n = 32)

Articles meeting eligibility criteria for
systematic review (n = 6)

Excluded articles (n = 26):
Not primary study (review, guidelines,
editorial or letter (n = 10)
Not a screening accuracy study (n = 7)
Not risk drinking (n = 1)
Ineligible reference standard for detection
of alcohol consumption (n = 4)
Brief questionnaire not used as index test
(n = 1)
Population not exclusively antenatal (n = 1)
Duplicate report of an included study
(n = 1)
Unavailable from British Library (n = 1)

Figure 1 Results of search

AUDIT-C was derived from the questionnaire used in the
National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related
Conditions (NESARC), and asked about drinking five or
more drinks on a single occasion rather than the usual six
to account for the larger drink size in the United States.
The study by Chang [51] administered T-ACE embedded
in a health and habits survey.

Quality assessment
In two studies [32,44] the reference standard was risk
drinking (at least 1 oz absolute alcohol per day in the
periconception period) derived from quantity–frequency
information assessed using TLFB. One study defined
risk drinking as more than two drinks per day before

pregnancy derived from all available information on
drinking including interview, and life-time alcohol abuse
or dependence using a structured interview [51].
Another defined risk drinking as more than seven drinks
per week or more than three drinks on a single day at
least once a month in the past year, and also evaluated
past year alcohol dependence or alcohol use disorder
according to DSM criteria [52]. One study reported
results for high-risk drinking in pregnancy defined as
more than one drink or at least three drinks monthly
during pregnancy [54].
Table 3 shows the results for the quality assessment.
Study quality was generally good, with only two QUADAS
items not met by any of the studies (interpretation of
screening test result without knowledge of reference
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Participants

Consecutive pregnant women attending first
visit at inner-city antenatal clinic
Age: mean (SD) 23.9 (6.0); range 13–32
years
Ethnicity: black 100%
Parity: mean (SD): 1.1 (1.4)
Gestational age: NR
Smoking: mean (SD) cigs/day 5.1 (5.1)

Consecutive pregnant women attending first
visit at inner-city antenatal clinic, low
socio-economic status
Age: mean 24.2
Ethnicity: black 100%
Parity: 1.2
Gestational age: 23 weeks
Smoking: 6.6 per day

Subset of women recruited in Russell 1994.
Purpose of study to evaluate ‘Hold’ version
of TWEAK and T-ACE
Age: mean 24.4 years
Ethnicity: black 100%
Parity: 1.2
Gestational age: 23 weeks
Smoking: 6.7 per day

Study

Sokol 1989 [44]
USA

Russell 1994 [32]
Detroit, USA

Russell 1996 [53]
Detroit, USA

Table 2 Study characteristics

© 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2010 Society for the Study of Addiction

Eligible: 3077
Recruited: 3056
Analysed: 2717 (having
drunk alcohol at some time)
Excluded: 339 (non-drinkers)

Eligible:
Recruited: 4743 (having
drunk alcohol at some time)
Analysed: 4743
Excluded:

Eligible: 1065
Recruited: 971 (having drunk
alcohol at some time)
Analysed: 971
Excluded: 94 (non-drinkers)

Sample size

MAST, CAGE, tolerance (how many drinks
can you hold?), TWEAK (latter constructed
from previous tools), T-ACE administered
alone to (1420) and constructed from
preceding tools

MAST, CAGE, tolerance, T-ACE, TWEAK, NET
(latter 3 constructed from preceding 3
tools)

MAST, CAGE, tolerance, T-ACE (latter
constructed from preceding tools)
tolerance = > 2 drinks to feel ‘high’

Screening tools

Time-line follow-back procedure
periconceptual drinking (clinical interview)
Risk drinking defined as at least 1 oz absolute
alcohol per day (periconception)

Time-line follow-back procedure
periconceptual drinking (clinical interview)
Risk drinking defined as at least 1 oz absolute
alcohol per day (periconception)

One-week recall of average periconceptual
drinking and 2-week drinking history
(standardized clinical interview)
Risk drinking defined as at least 1 oz absolute
alcohol per day (periconception)

Gold standard
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Pregnant women attending first visit at
antenatal clinics in metropolitan area.
Non-English speakers excluded.
Age: mean 26.6 years
Ethnicity: Hispanic African American 92%
Parity: NR
Gestational age: 24 weeks
Smoking: NR

Subsample of pregnant women from a large
population survey (NESARC), random
sample of adults aged at least 18 years
Age: At least 18 years
Ethnicity: NR
Parity: NR
Gestational age: NR
Smoking: NR

Dawson 2001
[54]
Washington DC,
USA

Dawson 2005
[52]
USA

Eligible:
Recruited: n = 43 093
(NESARC)
Analysed: 256 past year
drinkers who answered ‘yes’
to being pregnant
Excluded: 197 past year
abstainers

Eligible: 631
Recruited: 404 life-time
drinkers
Analysed: 404
Excluded: NR

Eligible:
Recruited: 1165 returned
initial survey
Analysed: 250 consecutive
screen positive, 100
consecutive screen negative
(total 350)
Excluded: 175 as surplus
to recruitment need

AUDIT-C (derived from individual questions
in NESARC questionnaire) Note: Q3
frequency of drinking ⱖ5 drinks rather
than ⱖ6 to account for larger standard
drink size in USA (12 to 14 g ethanol
rather than the usual 10)

TWEAK

T-ACE embedded in a health and habits
survey (tolerance question scored positive
if women reported felt intoxicated with 2
drinks rather than more than 2 drinks,
AUDIT, SMAST

Past year alcohol dependence or AUD,
according to DSM-IV criteria by clinical
interview (AUDADIS-IV)
Risk drinking defined as >7 drinks per week
or >3 drinks in a single day at least once a
month self-reported from questionnaire

Audio, computer-assisted self-interview
High-risk drinking defined as >1 drink or 3+
drinks at least once a month during
pregnancy
Any risk drinking defined as any drinking
below threshold for high risk during
pregnancy

Life-time alcohol abuse or dependence
according to DSM-III-R criteria obtained
during structured clinical interview
Risk drinking defined as >2 drinks per
drinking day before pregnancy derived
from all available information: time-line
follow-back procedure, AUDIT question
(how many drinks do you have on a typical
day and health and habits self-reported
questionnaire)

AUDIT: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test; AUDIT-C: AUDIT consumption; NESARC: National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions; MAST: Michigan Alcohol Screening Test; SMAST: Short Michigan Alcohol
Screening Test; TWEAK: T: tolerance: how many drinks can you hold (‘hold’ version ⱖ6 indicates tolerance) or how many drinks can take before you begin to feel the effects (‘high’ version >2 indicates tolerance), W: have close friends
or relatives worried or complained about your drinking in the last year, E: eye-openers: do you sometimes take a drink in the morning when you first get up, A: amnesia: has a friend or family member ever told you about things you
said or did while you were drinking that you could not remember, K: kut down: do you sometimes feel the need to cut down on your drinking; T-ACE: T: tolerance: how many drinks does it take to make you feel high? (>2 indicates
tolerance), A: annoyed question from CAGE, C: cut-down question from CAGE, E: eye-opener question from CAGE; CAGE: C: cut-down, annoyed, guilt, eye-opener; SD: standard deviation; NR: not recorded.

Pregnant women attending first visit at
inner-city antenatal clinic. Exclusion
criteria: substance abuse/dependence,
gestational age >28 weeks, intention to
terminate, alcohol abstinence >6 months
in T-ACE pos, non-English speakers
Age: mean 30.1 years
Ethnicity: Caucasian 71%, black 18%,
Hispanic 8%, Asian 3%
Parity: nulliparae 53%
Gestational age: NR
Smoking: 8% smokers

Chang 1998 [51]
Boston, USA

Prenatal screening for alcohol use
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Table 3 Quality appraisal.

Quality criterion
Participants representative of who will receive the test in practice
(consecutive series or random selection)
Selection criteria clearly described
Gold standard likely to correctly classify target condition
Time span between screening tests and gold standard short enough
to ensure no change in target condition
All participants or a random selection received gold standard
Participants received the same gold standard regardless of
screening test result
Gold standard and screening test were independent of one another
Screening test described in sufficient detail to permit replication
Gold standard described in sufficient detail to permit replication
Screening test results interpreted without knowledge of gold
standard result
Gold standard results interpreted without knowledge of screening
test result
Participant baseline demographic characteristics reported
Screening tests reported for all participants including unclear
results
Participant exclusions explained

Sokol
1989
[44]

Russell
1994
[32]

Russell
1996
[51]

Chang
1998
[51]

Dawson
2001
[54]

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Dawson
2005
[52]
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Indicates that the measure was addressed adequately in the study.

standard result and the converse). One study [51] was
susceptible to partial verification bias—all women were
screened initially with T-ACE, then only 250 T-ACEpositive and 150 T-ACE-negative women were verified
with a reference standard. All studies were crosssectional in design. Selection criteria were not described
in two studies [32,44], and the time lag between screening and clinical interview was unclear in two [51,52].

Screening test results
The sensitivity, specificity and PPV values of the screening tests are given in Table 4. Risk drinking prevalence
ranged from 4.3% [44] to 30% [51], reflecting the different risk drinker criteria. Prevalence of life-time alcohol
abuse or dependency was 33% [51], and past year alcohol
dependency or any past year alcohol use disorder were
3.5% and 5.5%, respectively [52].
T-ACE and TWEAK had higher AUROCs compared
with CAGE and NET for risk drinking (at least 1 oz alcohol
daily periconception) (Table 4). This was true for both
versions of the questionnaires (tolerance question ‘hold’
or ‘high’). Because the questionnaire requires a cut-off
score for meeting the definition of risk drinker, the results
of questionnaires at traditional cut-off scores were considered (Table 1). Sensitivity (69% and 70%) and specificity (89% and 85%) of T-ACE (high) score ⱖ2 were similar

in two studies [32,44]. The ‘hold’ version showed higher
sensitivity (88%) with specificity 79% [53]. Sensitivity
(74%) and specificity (71%) were lower for identification
of risk drinking defined as >two drinks per drinking day
before pregnancy [51].
Two studies evaluated TWEAK [32,53,54]. For identification of periconception risk drinking and score of
ⱖ2, the ‘hold’ version had greater sensitivity (91%)
than the ‘high version (79%) with specificity of 77%
and 83%, respectively [32,53]. For high-risk drinking
during pregnancy, sensitivity and specificity were 71%
and 73%, respectively [54]. AUDIT-C score ⱖ3 showed
good sensitivity (95%) and specificity (85%) for past year
risk drinking (more than seven drinks per week or more
than three drinks on a single day at least once per
month) [52].
Sensitivity (38% and 49%) of CAGE ⱖ2 was lower
than for T-ACE and TWEAK in two studies, although with
higher specificity (92% and 93%) [32,44] (Table 4). NET
was evaluated in one study and showed best sensitivity
(71%) and specificity (86%) at a cut-off score of ⱖ1, and
AUROC higher than CAGE, but lower than T-ACE and
TWEAK [32]. SMAST showed high specificity (96%) but
low sensitivity (11%) [51].
For identification of life-time alcohol abuse or dependence, AUDIT had higher AUROC than T-ACE or SMAST
(Table 4). However, sensitivity of AUDIT at cut-off scores
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Table 4 Screening test results.

Study

Reference standard

Sokol
1989 [44]

Risk drinking

Prevalence
42/971 (4.3%)

Test
CAGE
T-ACE

Russell
1994 [32]

Risk drinking

270/4743 (5.7%)

CAGE

T-ACEa

TWEAKa

NET

Russell
1996 [53]

Risk drinking

181/2717 (6.7%)

T-ACEb

TWEAKb

Chang
1998 [51]

Dawson
2005 [52]

Dawson
2001 [54]

Life-time alcohol
abuse or
dependence

114/350 (33%)

Risk drinking

105/350 (30%)

Past year
alcohol dependence

T-ACE (tolerance ⱖ2)c
T-ACE (tolerance >2)d
SMAST
AUDIT
AUDIT
AUDIT
T-ACE (tolerance ⱖ2)c
T-ACE (tolerance >2)d
SMAST

9/256 (3.5%)

AUDIT-C

Past year alcohol use disorder

14/256 (5.5%)

AUDIT-C

Risk drinking

45/256 (17.6%)

AUDIT-C

119/404 (29.5%)
34/404 (8.4%)

TWEAK

Any risk drinking
High-risk drinking

Cut-off
scores

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

PPV
(%)

AUROC

ⱖ1
ⱖ2
ⱖ1
ⱖ2
ⱖ3

59
38
76
69
38

82
92
79
89
97

13
18
14
23
40

ⱖ1
ⱖ2
ⱖ3
ⱖ1
ⱖ2
ⱖ3
ⱖ1
ⱖ2
ⱖ3
ⱖ1
ⱖ2
ⱖ3

68
49
30
83
70
45
87
79
59
71
61
24

82
93
98
75
85
97
72
83
94
86
87
99

18
30
52
17
22
46
16
22
39
23
22
58

ⱖ1
ⱖ2
ⱖ3
ⱖ1
ⱖ2
ⱖ3

91
88
61
92
91
67

70
79
95
67
77
92

18
23
47
17
22
37

0.887

ⱖ2
ⱖ2
ⱖ3
ⱖ8
ⱖ10
ⱖ11
ⱖ2
ⱖ2
ⱖ3

88
60
15
23
11
7
92
74
11

37
66
98
97
99
100
38
71
96

40
46
77
79
87
100
39
53
55

0.644

ⱖ3
ⱖ4
ⱖ5
ⱖ6
ⱖ7
ⱖ3
ⱖ4
ⱖ5
ⱖ6
ⱖ7
ⱖ3
ⱖ4
ⱖ5
ⱖ6
ⱖ7

100
98
96
57
22
96
92
73
46
21
95
69
54
34
18

71
86
90
94
97
71
87
91
94
97
85
97
98
99
100

11
21
27
25
22
17
30
31
29
30
57
84
83
94
100

ⱖ1
ⱖ2

66
71

64
73

43
19

NR
NR

0.776

0.840

0.865

0.793

0.894

0.624
0.763

0.687
0.551
0.939

0.888

0.965

NR

PPV: positive predictive value; AUROC: area under receiver operator curve; a‘High’ version tolerance question; b‘Hold’ version tolerance question; coriginal tolerance
score (see Table 1); dModified tolerance score; AUDIT: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test; AUDIT-C: AUDIT consumption questions; NESARC: National

Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions; SMAST: Short Michigan Alcohol Screening Test; TWEAK: T: tolerance: how many drinks can
you hold (‘hold’ version >5 indicates tolerance) or how many drinks can take before you begin to feel the effects (‘high’ version >2 indicates tolerance),
W: have close friends or relatives worried or complained about your drinking in the last year, E: eye-openers: do you sometimes take a drink in the morning
when you first get up, A: amnesia: has a friend or family member ever told you about things you said or did while you were drinking that you could not
remember, K: kut down: do you sometimes feel the need to cut down on your drinking; T-ACE: T: tolerance: how many drinks does it take to make you
feel high? (>2 indicates tolerance), A: annoyed question from CAGE, C: cut-down question from CAGE, E: eye-opener question from CAGE; CAGE: C:
cut-down, annoyed, guilt, eye-opener; SD: standard deviation; NR: not recorded.
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8, 10 and 11 was much lower than for T-ACE. When the
tolerance question of T-ACE was modified to include
‘ⱖtwo drinks to feel high’, sensitivity was higher than the
original requirement for >two drinks [51].
Sensitivity of AUDIT-C at cut-off score ⱖ3 was high
for past year alcohol dependence (100%) or alcohol use
disorder (96%) with specificity of 71% (Table 4).

DISCUSSION
Our review of five studies comparing a screening
questionnaire with a structured interview found that
TWEAK, T-ACE and AUDIT-C had the highest sensitivity
for identifying prenatal risk drinking. Sensitivity values
indicate that about seven to nine of 10 risk drinkers
would be identified correctly using one of these brief
questionnaires. This higher sensitivity comes at the cost
of decreased specificity, and also affects the PPV. The PPV
of T-ACE and TWEAK was low, indicating that for every
woman identified correctly with the questionnaire, as
many as three women could be identified falsely as risk
drinkers. This has resource implications, as all women
with a positive screen would require further verification
and/or intervention. However, the cost of delivering a
screening questionnaire has been estimated to be as little
as £1.70 per participant [58], and BIs have been demonstrated to be cost-effective for reducing alcohol consumption and alcohol-related harm in primary care [59]. PPV
of AUDIT C was higher than for TWEAK or T-ACE;
however, PPV comparison across populations with different prevalence of the condition of interest cannot be
made, because the PPV is affected by the prevalence. The
higher prevalence of risk drinking in the study that
evaluated AUDIT-C [52] may be due to a risk drinking
definition which reflected a lower level of drinking than in
the other studies. It might also be indicative of heavier
drinking in the time-period before the pregnancy was
known, or it might be that women were more comfortable
disclosing drinking behaviour in the context of a general
population survey conducted at home rather than in a
prenatal care setting.
TWEAK had greater sensitivity, although slightly
lower specificity, than T-ACE for periconception risk
drinking; however, TWEAK sensitivity was lower when
used to identify any risk drinking during pregnancy.
CAGE and SMAST were poor at identifying risk drinking.
NET, while slightly better than CAGE, had lower sensitivity than T-ACE or TWEAK.
AUDIT-C was derived from consumption questions
embedded in a larger survey and identified correctly nine
in 10 women for past year risk drinking, alcohol dependency or alcohol use disorder. However, the lack of
independence between AUDIT-C and the risk drinking reference standard (also constructed from the questions

relating to alcohol consumption) probably led to the
higher sensitivity and specificity.
In contrast with AUDIT-C, which comprises direct
questions about alcohol consumption, T-ACE and
TWEAK were developed to ascertain prenatal risk drinking indirectly, as it was thought that this would facilitate
more honest reporting. If women under-report their
drinking in response to direct questions, then they may
also under-report drinking in structured interviews, and
the ‘gold standard’ method of ascertaining alcohol consumption for risk drinking would have its own limitations. If direct questions do not lead to under-reporting, a
brief questionnaire such as AUDIT-C would be an effective way of identifying those at risk. Irrespective of these
constraints, asking women either directly or indirectly
about their drinking presents an opportunity to identify
problems and advise women about prenatal alcohol
consumption.
CAGE did not perform well in identifying prenatal risk
drinking, neither at the suggested cut-off score of ⱖ2 nor
at the lower cut-off score of 1. CAGE has been shown to
be relatively insensitive in identifying alcohol abuse or
dependence in women in general [60]. CAGE was developed originally to identify alcohol dependency and has
demonstrated better accuracy in in-patient populations,
but is of limited value in primary care populations at the
suggested cut-off score of ⱖ2 [61]. This underscores the
need for tools to be re-tested and validated in different
population groups, and for different alcohol use constructs and diagnoses before they are adopted for widespread screening.
Overall, the included studies were of good quality,
improving the confidence in our conclusions. We
included only studies that used a structured interview to
ascertain drinking status as a reference standard. This
could be perceived either as a strength, because it minimized the effect of bias associated with using less robust
reference standards, or a weakness, by applying a
restrictive inclusion criterion leading to exclusion of
some studies. Application of this criterion resulted in
exclusion of two studies. One used another selfcompleted questionnaire as a reference standard [45].
Comparing two self-completed questionnaires may overestimate the sensitivity and specificity of the screening
test if the pattern of reporting is biased in a similar
direction [54]. The other study validated data gathered
from self-report by using biomarkers [55]. Although
there are a number of promising approaches using
biomarkers of exposure [62], self-report is still the main
method of exposure ascertainment and is likely to
remain so. The issue of how to accurately measure and
summarize exposure [63,64] to alcohol remains problematic, and errors in self-report may lead to misclassification of consumption level or problem drinking.
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The potential for results to be affected by selection bias
seems small, as either a random selection or a consecutive
series of participants was selected in all the included
studies. While lack of blinding was a common methodological weakness, this has been shown to have a small
effect on results [38] although, with subjective outcomes
such as those assessed by clinical interview, we cannot
rule out the possibility that these results are overestimated. It has been suggested that good reporting of study
methods is a surrogate for the overall rigour of the study,
and if described well it is likely that the study was methodologically sound [38]. While it was not stated explicitly
that studies were reported in accordance with STARD
guidelines [65] most did, in fact, conform to these guidelines, and methods were well described.
Two other studies were excluded because little information was provided on either the content or conduct of
the interview. One study evaluated T-ACE in 150 pregnant women and found that T-ACE was in 100% agreement with identification of alcohol abuse obtained by
interview conducted over the telephone [56]. The interview, conducted 120 days after T-ACE was administered,
consisted of only two questions about alcohol consumption: what drinks were taken with food, and in what
quantity, and did not report how alcohol abuse was
defined. One other study compared detection of prenatal
high-risk drinking in 70 Native American women by
T-ACE and CAGE questionnaires and a ‘brief ’ interview
which was not defined [57]. T-ACE was shown to have
higher sensitivity (93%) than CAGE (79%) for detecting
high-risk drinking defined as five or more drinks on any
one occasion during pregnancy.
A limitation of the included studies lies in uncertainty
as to how the tools would perform in different populations
of women, as they were all conducted in the United
States, and in two the participants were socially disadvantaged. Also, as the questionnaires were not administered
independently, it is uncertain if their performance would
be as good when administered alone. In a sample of
women given T-ACE alone, authors reported that the sensitivity and PPV were lower than when it was administered after MAST and CAGE [53].
We conducted a comprehensive literature search and
obtained papers published in any language. Publication
bias is always a threat to the validity of a review, and we
may have missed studies. However, previous research has
suggested that unpublished studies generally have small
sample sizes and lower sensitivity and specificity than
published studies [66].
Information gathered from the prenatal alcohol
screening tests described in this review relates mainly to
periconception alcohol consumption. As many women
are some weeks into their pregnancy before realizing,
one could contest the benefit of prenatal screening,
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as alcohol-related harm may have already occurred.
However, alcohol may affect the fetus when consumed at
any point in the pregnancy: it crosses the placenta readily
but takes longer to be eliminated from the amniotic fluid
than from the maternal circulation [67,68]. The risk of
any potential harm is increased if the mother smokes as
well as drinks: many women do both [69,70]. An alcoholexposed newborn can experience similar withdrawal
phenomena as a baby born to an opiate user [71]. Screening alone has been shown to reduce alcohol consumption
during pregnancy [44]. The benefits of providing information about risks of drinking in pregnancy or delivery of
a BI have been shown to persist beyond the prenatal
period [72,73]. This is especially important if the mother
is breastfeeding, as alcohol is transmitted readily to breast
milk.
Pregnancy offers a unique health education opportunity: all women want a healthy baby, so they may be more
receptive to behavioural modification. Midwives and
nurses are usually the lead professional caring for women
prenatally, hence are in an ideal position to screen women
for alcohol consumption. Transforming research-based
strategies into routine prenatal care can present a major
challenge. One investigation has demonstrated that midwives can be educated to provide effective alcohol screening within the constraints of service provision resources
[74]. A 1-day training session combined with continuous
expert support was sufficient to implement a screening
strategy with a brief questionnaire within the resources
of regular prenatal care.
Screening identifies pregnant women who are
problem drinkers. Depending upon the severity of the
problem, women should be offered advice and/or a BI or
referred to an alcohol treatment service. BIs developed for
pregnant women comprise typically between one and
four short counselling sessions, using a motivational
interviewing technique with a trained professional (e.g.
midwife, general practitioner, social worker) followed by
personalized feedback. Randomized controlled trials have
shown BIs to be consistently effective in reducing alcohol
consumption among pregnant women [75–79].

CONCLUSIONS
Although the prevalence of risk drinking may be low
(around 5%) the actual number of women involved is
large, and the potential consequences for mother and
baby are serious enough to warrant screening. At present
there is no clear guidance about how to question women
about alcohol consumption. T-ACE, AUDIT-C and
TWEAK show promise as screening tools for identifying
risk drinking in pregnant women, and could be administered by practitioners as part of their prenatal care.
However, there is insufficient evidence on the sensitivity
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and specificity of these tools outside the United States in
representative samples of women and when administered
as independent instruments. It is necessary to evaluate
these screening tools in different settings and populations
in order to select the optimal instruments. Then it would
be useful to test them in conjunction with BIs in order
to assess the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of a programme of screening and treating pregnant women for
‘risk’ drinking and alcohol use disorders.
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